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Abstract
This paper presents a novel question detection method from nat-
ural speech using acoustic and phonetic features. The conven-
tional methods based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
use only acoustic features. However, lexical cues are essential
to identify some questions such as declarative questions. To this
end we propose a new RNN-based question detection model
which utilizes both acoustic and lexical information. Phonetic
features which are suitable to describe interrogative cues are
used as lexical information. Furthermore, we also propose a
new training framework named feature-wise pre-training (FP)
to combine the acoustic and phonetic features effectively. FP
attempts to acquire interrogative cues in individual features in-
stead of the combination of the features, which makes the model
training more stable. The estimation models of the interroga-
tives are then integrated and fine-tuning is applied to obtain the
unified comprehensive model. Experiments show that the pro-
posed method offers better performance than the conventional
benchmarks.
Index Terms: Question Detection, Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNNs), Senone bottleneck, Feature-wise Pre-training

1. Introduction
Question detection from natural speech is an important tech-
nology to understand human intention. It has so many appli-
cations such as generating relevant responses in spoken dialog
systems [1], meeting indexing [2] and improving machine trans-
lation from speech [3]. The aim of this paper is question de-
tection which is regarded as the task of classifying individual
utterances into two classes: question or statement.

A considerable number of studies have examined question
detection. According to several researchers [4, 5], cues indica-
tive of questions appear in two aspects: acoustics and lexicon.
The most typical acoustic cue is rising pitch in the end of an
utterance. Lexical cues are particular words or phrases like in-
terrogative words (’wh-’) and second-person pronouns (’you’,
’your’, etc.) [6]. Most of the conventional methods use heuristic
features in an attempt to capture these types of information. The
statistics of fundamental frequencies (F0) over both the whole
utterance and last 200-500 ms are often used as acoustic fea-
tures [4,7]. Lexical features generally include n-grams of words
or part-of-speech tags [4, 6, 8]. These are based on the outputs
of automatic speech recognition systems because it is impossi-
ble to use transcriptions in practice. Finally, common two-class
classifiers such as decision tree have been utilized to estimate
questions from these two types of heuristic features.

One of the problems of these heuristic methods is that fixed

features available are insufficient for robust question detection.
For example, some questions may exhibit pitch rise for longer
durations than the feature analysis intervals. Recently, a new
question detection framework based on Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNNs) was proposed to solve this problem [9, 10]. It
can capture contextual changes from a series of acoustic fea-
tures without any heuristics. They reported that the RNN-based
approach yielded better performance than the methods that use
heuristic features in simulated dialogs.

Though lexical cues are essential to identify some questions
such as declarative questions, the conventional RNN-based
method ignored lexical information. In this paper, we propose
a new RNN-based question detection model which utilizes both
acoustic and lexical information. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first RNN-based work that deals lexical information
for question detection without any transcription. As lexical in-
formation, this paper uses frame-wise phonetic features called
senone bottleneck features. They have been widely used as an
indicator of lexical information in several tasks like spoken lan-
guage recognition [11,12] or speaker recognition [13]. We con-
sider these phonetic features to be suitable for lexical informa-
tion in question detection because lexically interrogative cues
often exhibit similar phoneme sequences like ’wh-’.

Furthermore, we also propose a new training framework for
a question detection model with two types of features. Ques-
tions have several subtypes; some questions have only acoustic
cues, while others have only lexical cues. It follows that the
RNN-based model has difficulty in learning these complex re-
lationships from the combination of the features. To solve this
problem, we utilize the identification rule of questions. It is
considered that utterances are determined as questions if inter-
rogative cues appear in at least one of acoustic and phonetic
aspects. This indicates that it is rather important to acquire in-
terrogative cues in individual features than the combinations of
them. The proposed training framework, named feature-wise
pre-training (FP), attempts to acquire this property by two steps.
First, estimation models of acoustic or phonetic interrogatives
are trained independently. The estimation models are then inte-
grated and fine-tuning is applied to obtain a unified comprehen-
sive model.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• This is the first work on RNN-based question detection
to use both acoustic and lexical information without tran-
scriptions. Frame-wise phonetic features are employed
as lexical information.

• A new training framework named feature-wise pre-
training is proposed to construct robust question detec-
tion models with two types of features.
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Table 1: Question types and examples.
Acoustic

interrogatives declaratives
(pitch rise in the end, ...) (pitch fall in the end, ...)

lexical interrogatives proper questions lexical-only questions
(yes-no, wh-, ...) Have you looked at that? What was the nature of the email?

declaratives acoustic-only questions statements
(single word, ...) Tomorrow? Please play some music.

• Utterances gathered from spoken dialog systems in
real environments are used for performance evaluation.
Some of the conventional methods were tested using
only simulated dialogs.

This paper is organized as follows. Question types are dis-
cussed to clarify the difficulty of question detection in Section 2.
The conventional method that uses RNNs and acoustic features
is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 presents the proposed
method. Experiments and the results are discussed in Section 5
while our conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Question types
To clarify the task of question detection, we first categorize the
types of questions. According to previous research [4] and our
analysis of natural speech, question types can be categorized
from acoustic and lexical aspects, see Table 1. Conventional
research terms acoustic-only questions as declarative questions.
Question detection is formulated as the task of classifying these
three types of questions (proper, acoustic-only and lexical-only
questions) into question class; the remainder are assigned to
statement. Some studies have shown that proper questions and
acoustic-only questions exhibit near identical acoustic cues [5].

Table 1 shows two factors. First, it is essential for both
acoustic and lexical information to identify all questions. Sec-
ond, utterances are determined as questions if interrogative cues
appear in at least one of acoustic and lexical aspects.

3. Conventional method
This section describes the conventional question detection
method that uses Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) with
acoustic features [9].

Let X(a) = [x
(a)
1 , · · · ,x

(a)
Ta

] be the acoustic features of an
utterance. The conventional method estimates the correct class
c from X(a):

ĉ = arg max
c∈{c0,c1}

P (c | X(a), θa), (1)

where ĉ is an estimated class, Ta is the length of the acous-
tic features, and θa is the set of the parameters of the question
detection model. c0 and c1 represents statement and question,
respectively.

The structure of the classifier of the conventional method
is shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, the output of the model
y = [P (c0 | X(a), θa), P (c1 | X(a), θa)] represents poste-
rior probabilities of the classes. The model parameters θa are
optimized by the set of the training utterances.

Though the conventional method showed a good perfor-
mance in simulated utterances, natural speech contains lexical-
only questions which is impossible to detect from acoustic fea-
tures alone. Therefore, lexical information is essential for ques-
tion detection in real environments.
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Figure 1: An example of the structure of the question detection
model based on RNNs with acoustic features [9].�
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Figure 2: The structure of the proposed question detection
model with acoustic and phonetic features.

4. Proposed method
4.1. Model structure

In this paper, we propose a new RNN-based question detection
approach; it utilizes not only conventional acoustic information
but also lexical information.

We use frame-wise phonetic features called senone bottle-
neck features as lexical information. We consider them to be
suitable for lexical information in question detection. One of
the reasons is that lexically interrogative cues often exhibit sim-
ilar phoneme sequences like ’wh-’. Another is that they will
be more robust in speech recognition errors than word-based
features because word features are shown completely different
characteristics if recognition errors are occurred.

The proposed method estimates the correct class from
both acoustic features X(a) and phonetic features X(p) =

[x
(p)
1 , · · · ,x

(p)
Tp

],

ĉ = arg max
c∈{c0,c1}

P (c | X(a),X(p), Θ), (2)

where Tp is the sequence length of the phonetic features and
Θ is the set of model parameters of the proposed model. Note
that Ta and Tp may be different because the feature extraction
periods of acoustic and phonetic features may not be the same.
The model structure of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 3: Flow of the proposed training; (a) Feature-wise Pre-training and (b) Semi-supervised Feature-wise Pre-training.

4.2. Model training

4.2.1. Feature-wise Pre-training (FP)

Training the proposed classifier raises one problem: the diffi-
culty of stable training. There are several types of questions as
noted in Section 2. For example, some questions have acous-
tic cues but not lexical cues, while others have lexical cues but
not acoustic cues. It is difficult to learn these complex relation-
ships from the combination of the features, especially in a small
training data. This makes the training of the proposed classifier
unstable, which degrades classification performances.

To solve this problem, we propose a new training frame-
work named feature-wise pre-training (FP) for the proposed
model. FP utilizes the characteristics of questions described
as the second factor in Section 2: questions are determined if
interrogative cues appear in at least one of acoustic and lexi-
cal aspects. In other words, it is rather important to acquire
interrogative cues in individual features than the combinations
of the features. FP takes this strategies, i.e. train question de-
tection model from individual features at first, then integrated
two models to construct a unified comprehensive model. Each
step of the FP is easier to learn than training the complex com-
binations of the two types of features, which will yield stable
training and better performance.

There are two hypotheses in FP. First, individual features
are enough to distinguish questions. Second, acoustic-only and
lexical-only questions are the minorities of all questions. That
is, more than half of questions have interrogative cues in acous-
tics, and other more than half of questions have interrogative

cues in lexicon.
The flow of FP is shown in Fig. 3(a). It has two steps. First,

train question estimation models for each feature. In this step,
original teacher labels in the training data are used as the ground
truth of the individual estimation models. It means that the mod-
els are trained as if every questions have interrogative cues in
both acoustic and phonetic features. This is permissible if more
than half of questions have interrogative cues in each feature,
which is the second hypothesis. Second, RNN parts of the in-
dividual estimation models are copied as initial parameters of
the the unified model. Finally fine-tuning of the unified model
yields a comprehensive question detection model.

4.2.2. Semi-supervised Feature-wise Pre-training (SFP)

It is considered that improving individual estimation models
of the features yields the better unified model. Therefore, we
introduce semi-supervised training in feature-wise pre-training
to reinforce individual models. The overview of this ap-
proach named semi-supervised feature-wise pre-training (SFP)
is shown in Fig. 3(b). Self-training [14], a well-known semi-
supervised training method, is used in SFP.

The flow of the SFP is as follows. First, individual mod-
els are trained separately with original teacher labels, which is
same as the first step of FP. These models are then retrained sep-
arately by self-learning. Several non-labeled utterances are se-
lected by evaluating and thresholding the output posterior prob-
abilities of the non-labeled datasets, and used as an additional
training data. Finally, the recurrent layers of these retrained
models are integrated and fine-tuned to create the unified model.
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Table 2: Overall accuracies and precisions, recalls, F-measures of question class.
Features question

Training method Acoustic Phonetic Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure
Conventional [9] Flat ✓ 86.3 50.7 52.6 51.6
Proposed Flat ✓ 90.4 69.8 54.7 61.4

✓ ✓ 86.4 51.3 44.3 47.5
FP + Fine-tune ✓ ✓ 90.1 65.5 61.2 63.3
SFP ✓ 86.9 52.7 51.9 52.3

✓ 89.7 63.3 61.2 62.2
SFP + Fine-tune ✓ ✓ 90.5 66.8 62.8 64.7

5. Experiments
5.1. Setup

We compared the performances of the conventional and the pro-
posed method by 10-fold cross validation evaluation.

For our experiments, we newly collected Japanese speech
samples toward a spoken dialog system for real environments.
The samples contained web search, asking weather and chat,
etc. Speakers ranged from child to elder, and speaker identifica-
tion was dropped because the system did not permit the input of
personal information. The sampling rate of audio signals was
16 kHz. Every sample was subjected to voice activity detection
and those that contained no speech were eliminated. Note that
some utterances contained background music or speech noise.
Average utterance length was 2.4 sec. One annotator gave train-
ing labels (question or statement) to individual utterances. This
yielded 1056 questions, 6553 statements and 200 thousand non-
labeled utterances. We evaluated reliability of the training labels
by sampling and re-annotating 500 utterances, the Kappa coeffi-
cient was 0.889 which indicates that we can have confidence in
the labels. In cross validation step, we used one subset as test,
another one as development and the rest 8 subsets as training
set.

We used the same acoustic features as the conventional
methods [9, 10]. They are the low-level descriptors proposed
in INTERSPEECH 2014 Computational Paralinguistic Chal-
lenge [15]. They had 65-dimensional values (4 energy-related,
55 spectral-related and 6 voice-related) and their first order
derivatives; this yielded a total of 130 dimensions in every
frame. We employed 20 ms window and 10 ms window shift
in this experiment. All the acoustic features were extracted by
OpenSMILE [16] and were z-normalized for each utterance.

64 dimensional senone bottleneck features were used
as phonetic features. The senone recognition model con-
sisted of 384 dimensional Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coeffi-
cients (MFCCs) input, four hidden linear layers (1024 hidden
units in first three layers and 64 in bottleneck layer) and 3072 di-
mensional output senone states. The senone model was trained
by the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ) [17]. Training
involved around 600 hours of speech and senone state accuracy
was 69.2 % in the 2 hour evaluation data in the same corpus,
which demonstrated adequate performance for phoneme recog-
nition.

In this experiment, we compared the performance of the
combinations of the features and several training methods.
The training methods included flat-start which use random
values as initial weights (flat), fine-tuning after feature-wise
pre-training (FP+Fine-tune), semi-supervised feature-wise pre-
training (SFP), and fine-tuning after SFP (SFP+Fine-tune). The
models of the flat-start with individual features are equivalent
to the those of FP. Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) with 128 hid-

den units were used in both the conventional and the proposed
method. The conventional method was flat-start with acoustic
features only [9]. The variants of the proposed method were
GRUs with phonetic features alone, and with both acoustic and
phonetic features trained by FP or SFP. The optimization algo-
rithm was Adam [18] and dropout ratio was 0.5. Learning rate
was 0.001 in the flat-start, 0.0001 in semi-supervised retrain-
ing and fine-tuning. Early-stopping was tested by development
set in every epoch to prevent over-fitting. The data selection
threshold of the semi-supervised retraining in SFP is 0.8 and
0.6 in acoustic and phonetic feature models, respectively. Over-
all accuracy and precision, recall, F-measure of question class
were used to compare the performances.

5.2. Results and Discussions

The performances of the conventional and the proposed meth-
ods are shown in Table 2. A comparison of the features, see
the first and second rows, shows that phonetic features yielded
better performance, as the individual differences in lexical cues
are smaller than those of acoustic features.

The combination of the acoustic and phonetic features with
flat-start yielded worse performance than the use of the individ-
ual features, see in the third row. However, FP and fine-tuning
yielded better performance than individual features. This in-
dicates that it is difficult to acquire several types of questions
from limited data, but FP approach which constructing individ-
ual evaluators first helps to achieve accurate classification.

Finally, we compare the proposed feature-wise pre-training
with and without semi-supervised training. A comparison of the
results of flat-start and SFP of individual features shows that the
semi-supervised approach attains higher accuracy. This means
semi-supervised training enables to reinforce individual estima-
tion models. Furthermore, the combination of SFP and fine-
tuning showed the best performance. These results reveal the
effectiveness of the proposed training framework.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new question detection method that
uses acoustic and phonetic features. The proposed method em-
ploys senone bottleneck features as a compact representation of
lexical characteristics. Furthermore, the proposed method uses
a new training framework that can acquire several types of ques-
tions. The proposed framework trains individual evaluators of
questions from acoustic or phonetic features. These evaluators
are then integrated and fine-tuned to yield the final comprehen-
sive model. Experiments on Japanese utterance gathered for
spoken dialog systems showed the effectiveness of both pho-
netic features and the proposed training framework in question
detection. Future works include evaluation with larger dataset.
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